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I. THEORY

A. Time-dependent configuration interaction

Configuration Interaction (CI) is a wave function-based many-body method, where the exact correlated wave
function (|Ψ⟩) is expressed in terms of the ground and excited slater determinants (|ΦI⟩)s: |Ψ⟩ =

∑
I |ΦI⟩, where I

stands for various electronic configurations. When (|Ψ⟩) is plugged into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, we
obtain the following equations of motion for the CIs:

i
∂CI

∂t
=

∑
J

HIJ(t)CJ (1)

The solution of Eqn. (1) can be written as:

CI(tn) =
∑
J

UIJ(tn, t0)CJ(t0); UIJ(tn, t0) = T {exp[−i

∫ tn

t0

dtHIJ(t)]} (2)

In order to evaluate UIJ(tn, t0) numerically we required two components: implementation of the time-ordering
and the evaluation of the exponential of a large matrix. In Fig. S1 we have shown the numerical implementation
of the time-ordering. We first break the time interval [t0, tn] into many slices and choose a fixed time-ordering:
t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ... ≤ tn−1 ≤ tn. Also, we assume that the Hamiltonian is piecewise constant within a time-interval:

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ(tp)∀tp < t ≤ tp+1.
Therefore, Eq. 2 can be written as:

C(tn) = T {e−iĤ(tn−1)∆t....e−iĤ(t1)∆te−iĤ(t0)∆t}C(t0) (3)

where we have used the fact that within time-ordering the operators commute.
To evaluate the exponential of a large matrix (time-independent) we first make a polynomial approximation of the

time-evolution operator:

CI(t+ τ) =
∑
J

e−iHIJτCJ(t) (4)

≈
∑
J

p∑
k=1

(−it)k

k!
Hk

IJCJ(t) (5)

≈
p∑

k=1

(−it)k

k!
akI (t) (6)

where, akI (t)s are

akI (t) = HIJa
k−1
J (t); a0J(t) = CJ(t) (7)
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FIG. S1: Numerical implementation of time-ordering

ak vectors form a subspace Ak = [a0a1..ak]. If we employ the Lanczos procedure to generate the subspace,
the Hamiltonian becomes tridiagonal within that subspace. We can do a basis transformation by using the Ak

transformation matrix to generate a reduced dimensional (p×p) time-evolution equation [1]. The solution of those
equations can be written down as:

d(t+ τ) = e−iHpτd(t) (8)

Here, d(t) = AkC(t) is a (p × 1) vector. Finally, C(t+τ)s can be obtained as:

C(t+ τ) = Akd(t+ τ) (9)

However, the tridiagonal Hp provides a time-local description of the propagator, which becomes unsuitable after a
certain time step, ∆tmax. This limit can be exactly evaluated [2] by analyzing the accuracy of the series expansion
up to a threshold ϵ in Eq. 6 for a value of p, that is the dimension of the Krylov space. Once, that time limit is
reached, we evaluate the CI coefficients at that time-step from Eq. (9), and from there we construct a new subspace
time evolution operator, Up. For the time-dependent Hamiltonian, we evaluate the Hamiltonian at (t + ∆tmax) and
build Up based on that.

Implementaion details The one- and two-electron integrals for all calculations were prepared using PySCF. [3, 4]
The time-propagation grid in this method is generated by the Lanczos technique, which is typically quite sparse.

B. Time-dependent coupled cluster

Coupled cluster (CC) theory [5, 6] is widely accepted as one of the most accurate wavefunction methods for weakly
correlated systems. This is has led to generalizations of traditional ground-state CC to time-dependent methods.
In this paper, we use the time-dependent CC (TDCC) theory formulated by Arponen, [7] where we first define the
time-dependent action integral using the non-Hermitian CC ansatz, such that we have

S =

∫
dtL(t) =

∫
dt ⟨Φ| (1 + Z(t)) e−T (t)

(
i
∂

∂t
−H(t)

)
eT (t)|Φ⟩ . (10)

Here, |Φ⟩ is a Hartree-Fock Slater determinant, while the cluster operators T (t) and Z(t) are defined using particle-hole
creation and annihilation operators, respectively,

T (t) =
∑
ia

τai c
†
aci +

1

4

∑
ijab

τabij c
†
ac

†
bcjci + · · · , (11a)

Z(t) =
∑
ia

zai c
†
i ca +

1

4

∑
ijab

zabij c
†
i c

†
jcbca + · · · . (11b)

We have adopted chemist’s notation for orbital index, i.e., indices i, j, k, l, ... denote occupied orbitals, while a, b, c,
d, ... denote unoccupied (or virtual) orbitals, and finally, p, q, r, s, ... are used as general labels. When the cluster
operators are expanded to all orders in particle-hole excitation rank, the CC ansatz provides an exact parametrization
of the many-body wave function. However, for practical implementations, T and Z are truncated to single and double
excitation, resulting in the well known CCSD approximation.

The evolution equations for τ and z amplitudes are found by making the action S stationary with respect to
variations in T and Z. In principle, the action also depends on the molecular orbital basis used to construct the
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mean-field reference |Φ⟩, such a time-dependent orbital optimization is not considered here. In other words, |Φ⟩ is
considered to be time-independent and all the time-dependence is incorporated by the CC amplitudes.

Considering the compact notation T =
∑

µ τµγ
†
µ and Z =

∑
µ zµγµ, where γ†

µ and γµ represent particle-hole
excitation and de-excitation operators, the Lagrangian can be simplified as

L(t) = i
∑
µ

zµ
∂τµ
∂t

⟨Φ|γµγ†
µ|Φ⟩ − ⟨Φ|(1 + Z)e−THeT |Φ⟩ . (12)

The associated Euler-Lagrange equations are our desired evolution equations. For the τ -amplitudes, we have

∂L
∂zµ

= 0 ⇒ i ⟨Φ|γµγ†
µ|Φ⟩

∂τµ
∂t

= ⟨Φ|γµe−THeT |Φ⟩ , (13)

while for z-amplitudes, one obtains

d

dt

(
∂L

∂(∂τµ/∂t)

)
=

∂L
∂τµ

⇒ i ⟨Φ|γµγ†
µ|Φ⟩

∂zµ
∂t

= −⟨Φ|(1 + Z)e−T
[
H, γ†

µ

]
eT |Φ⟩ . (14)

Explicit expressions for these equations contain a lot of terms, and were derived with the help of drudge symbolic
algebra manipulator. [8] Starting from a known initial condition for the CC amplitudes, these equations can be
integrated to obtain the time-dependent CC wave functions. Unlike traditional ground-state CC, where orbitals and
amplitudes can be chosen to be real-valued, in TDCC, the CC amplitudes develop a complex part as we evolve in
time.

In CC theory, observable quantities are defined as asymmetric expectation values, i.e., for an operator A, we have

⟨A⟩CC = ⟨Φ|(1 + Z)e−TAeT |Φ⟩ . (15)

Due to the asymmetric nature of this expression, combined with the fact that the T and Z amplitudes are complex
numbers, CC estimates for an observable develop a non-physical complex value. While there may be different ways
to address this problem, we adopt the simplest solution by dropping the imaginary part. It is a general observation
that when the CC ansatz is a good approximation, these imaginary components remain small and can be ignored for
practical purpose. On the other hand, when multi-reference character in the time-dependent wave function grows,
and CC starts to break down, there is a corresponding increase in the magnitude of both real and imaginary terms
in the CC amplitudes. As a result, CC expectation values return extremely non-physical results; even occupation
numbers may become negative or larger than unity. Therefore, tracking the magnitude of CC amplitudes (and in
TDCC, also the size of imaginary part) is a well known practical way to predict the effectiveness of the CC ansatz.

Implementaion details The one- and two-electron integrals for all calculations were prepared using PySCF. [3, 4]
The TD-CC equations for the amplitudes tµ and zµ are integrated with the Variable-coefficient Ordinary Differential
Equation (VODE) solver available in SciPy. [9, 10] The amplitudes are initialized by solving the ground-state coupled
cluster equations in the restricted (or symmetry-adapted) formalism.

C. The Kadanoff-Baym equations

The Kadanoff-Baym equations describe the time evolution of a two-time non-equilibrium GF initially at equilibrium
and perturbed by an external field. In this section, we will introduce the KBEs, as well as some of the theory needed
to understand their meaning.

When a system initially at thermal equilibrium at inverse temperature β is perturbed by a time-dependent field,
the expectation of an operator can be written generally as[11],

⟨Â(t)⟩ = Tr[Û(−iβ, 0)Û†(0, t)ÂÛ(t, 0)]

Tr[Û(−iβ, 0)]
(16)

Here, without loss of generality, we assume the time-dependent field is switched on at t = t0 = 0. In the above we
also have,

U(t2, t1) =

{
T {exp[−i

∫ t2
t1

dtH(t)]} t2 > t1

T̄ {exp[−i
∫ t2
t1

dtH(t)]} t2 < t1,
(17)
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FIG. S2: The Keldysh contour. The contour time ordering operator, TC , places operators from right to left such that
their time arguments follow the order of the arrows shown in the contour. The vertical portion of the track relates
to the initial preparation while the horizontal portion is related to the non-equilibrium evolution of the operator.

where T (T̄ ) is the (anti-)time-ordering operator. Finally,

U(−iβ, 0) = exp(−βH(0)), (18)

is the thermal statistical averaging operator for a given inverse temperature β. In the following sections, the finite
temperature formalism at a sufficiently low temperature is invoked in preparing the correlated ground state for the
KBEs. In contrast, the strictly 0K formalism typically employs adiabatic connection to prepare the correlated quantum
state. Within the Keldysh formalism, this product can equivalently be written as an ordered product on the contour
shown in Fig. S2. The operator TC in equation (19) denotes the contour ordering and places operators from right to
left with time arguments in the order that corresponds to the direction of the arrows appearing in Fig. S2. While the
details of the Keldysh formalism are not crucial in this work, we do introduce some common definitions in order to
present the Kadanoff-Baym equations for the NEGF. For more information on the Keldysh formalism, we direct the
reader to [11–14].

Firstly, in the Keldysh formalism the single particle GF can be written as,

G(t1, t2) = −i⟨TC [c(t1)c†(t2)]⟩. (19)

At inverse temperature β and with t0 denoting the time at which the system leaves equilibrium, t1 and t2 can lie
anywhere on the contour shown in Fig. S2. When both time arguments lie on the real axis the lesser and greater GFs
are defined as follows,

G>(t1, t2) = −i⟨c(t1)c†(t2)⟩,
G<(t1, t2) = i⟨c†(t2)c(t1)⟩.

(20)

The time ordering operator means the full GF in equation (19) will be given by G>(t1, t2) when t1 is later than t2
and G<(t1, t2) when t2 is later than t1 and both are on the real axis. When one of the time arguments lies on the
imaginary axis we have,

G⌈(−iτ, t) = G>(t0 − iτ, t),

G⌉(t,−iτ) = G<(t, t0 − iτ).
(21)
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Finally, when both arguments lie on the imaginary axis we are left with the time translation invariant Matsubara GF,

iGM(τ1 − τ2) = G(t0 − iτ1, t0 − iτ2), (22)

which represents the equilibrium GF at a given temperature. The same definitions also exist for the self energy
operator. Using these notations the KBEs for time propagation of the NEGF can be written explicitly as,

[−∂τ − h]GM(τ) = δ(τ) +

∫ β

0

dτ̄ΣM(τ − τ̄)GM(τ̄),

i∂t1G
⌉(t1,−iτ) = hHF(t1)G

⌉(t1,−iτ) + I⌉(t1,−iτ),

−i∂t2G
⌈(−iτ, t2) = G⌈(−iτ, t2)h

HF(t2) + I⌈(−iτ, t1),

i∂t1G
≶(t1, t2) = hHF(t)G≶(t1, t2) + I

≶
1 (t1, t2),

−i∂t2G
≶(t1, t2) = G≶(t1, t2)h

HF(t2) + I
≶
2 (t1, t2),

(23)

with the so-called collision integrals being given by

I
≶
1 (t1, t2) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄ΣR(t1, t̄)G
≶(t̄, t2) +

∫ t2

0

dt̄Σ≶(t1, t̄)G
A(t̄, t2)− i

∫ β

0

dτ̄Σ⌉(t1,−iτ̄)G⌈(−iτ̄ , t2)

I
≶
2 (t1, t2) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄GR(t1, t̄)Σ
≶(t̄, t2) +

∫ t2

0

dt̄G≶(t1, t̄)Σ
A(t̄, t2)− i

∫ β

0

dτ̄G⌉(t1,−iτ̄)Σ⌈(−iτ̄ , t2)

I⌉(t1,−iτ) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄ΣR(t1, t̄)G
⌉(t̄,−iτ) +

∫ β

0

dτ̄Σ⌉(t1,−iτ̄)GM (τ̄ − τ),

I⌈(−iτ, t1) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄G⌈(−iτ, t̄)ΣA(t̄, t) +

∫ β

0

dτ̄GM(τ − τ̄)Σ⌈(−iτ̄ , t1).

(24)

Here the retarded/advanced Green’s function GR/A and self energy ΣR/A are functions of G≶. In the above equations,
the self energy Σ(t1, t2) includes only correlation terms, while the Hartree-Fock contribution is included in hHF(t).
The first equation in (23) describes the role of the initial correlations in the propagation of the NEGF. The remaining
equations describe the propagation of the two-time particle and hole propagator after leaving equilibrium.

The two-time nature of the KBEs combined with the various collision integrals means the cost of solving these
equations scales cubically in the number of time steps. Several approaches have been employed to circumvent the
difficulty of performing long NEGF time evolutions. This includes extrapolation of trajectories from a short snapshot
of the initial dynamics as well reducing cost through stochastic compression of matrix contractions[15–17] . Another
approach is through direct approximation of the full KBEs. The most popular of these approximation schemes is
known as the Hartree-Fock generalized Kadanoff-Baym ansatz (HF-GKBA). In the following section, we will introduce
the HF-GKBA.

Implementation details The KBEs are solved using the NESSi simulation library[18] using a time step of dt = .025
and an inverse temperature β = 20. This value of β was chosen by converging the dynamics with respect to β, so
that this effectively is a zero temperature simulation.

D. The Generalized Kadanoff-Baym Ansatz

Now we will discuss a commonly used approximation to the Kadanoff-Baym equations, known as the Hartree-Fock
generalized Kadanoff-Baym ansatz. Unlike the KBEs, the HF-GKBA does not prepare initial correlations through
the contour integration but rather through other means such as adiabatic switching[19, 20]. For this reason only
the KBEs with real time arguments are considered in the derivation of the GKBA. The equation of motion for the
time-diagonal Green’s function can be derived by combining the final two equations in equation (23),

i∂tG
<(t, t) = [hHF(t), G<(t, t)] + I<1 (t, t)− I<2 (t, t) (25)

with

I
≶
1 (t1, t2) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄ΣR(t1, t̄)G
≶(t̄, t2) +

∫ t2

0

dt̄Σ≶(t1, t̄)G
A(t̄, t2)

I
≶
2 (t1, t2) =

∫ t1

0

dt̄GR(t1, t̄)Σ
≶(t̄, t2) +

∫ t2

0

dt̄G≶(t1, t̄)Σ
A(t̄, t2).

(26)
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This form of the collision integrals assumes the state at t = 0 has already been prepared in the correlated ground
state. We note that now the time arguments lie strictly on the real-time axis.

The HF-GKBA is derived directly from the KBE and can be summarized in the following equations[21],

G≶(t1, t2) = iGR(t1, t2)G
≶(t2, t2)− iG≶(t1, t1)G

A(t1, t2),

GR,A(t1, t2) = ±Θ[±(t1 − t2)]T{e−i
∫ t1
t2

hHF(t)dt}.
(27)

In other words, at each time step only equation (25) is explicitly evaluated. Equation (27) is then used to reconstruct
the time off-diagonal components.

Apart from those approximations made to the self energy, which HF-GKBA and KBE share, two additional ap-
proximations are made in the derivation of HF-GKBA. The first involves neglecting certain integrals that account for
time non-local memory effects. These terms appear in the expression for reconstructing G≶(t, t′). Once dropped, one
is left with the first expression in equation (27). With no further approximation, this ansatz for the time off-diagonal
components of G≶(t, t′) is referred to as the generalized Kadanoff-Baym ansatz(GKBA)[22]. We direct the reader to[]
for more details on this approximation. The HF-GKBA involves a further approximation where the full GR/A(t, t′) are
replaced by the retarded and advanced Hartree-Fock propagator. Notably, the HF-GKBA leaves important quantities
such as energy and particle number conserved as well as retaining causal time evolution.

Recently a linear time scaling[∼ O(Nt)] implementation of the HF-GKBA has been achieved, opening the door for
long-time evolution of NEGFs[23]. The method removes the explicit appearance of integrals in equation (26) from
the differential equation for G<(t) by expressing them in terms of the correlated part of the equal time two-particle
GF G(t). Within this formulation G(t) is propagated simultaneously with G<(t) using an expression analogous to
equation (25).

The exact equation of motion for G(t) depends on the self energy approximation used. In this work we use the GW
self-energy, in whihc case

For the GW self energy, the equations of motion for G<(t) and G(t) in the orbital basis are given below[24].

i∂tG
<
ij(t) = [hHF(t), G<(t)]ij + [I + I†]ij(t)

i∂tGijkl(t) = [h(2),HF(t),G(t)]ijkl +Ψijkl(t) + Πijkl −Π∗
lkji.

(28)

Above, the following definitions are made,

hHF
ij (t) = h

(0)
ij (t)− i

∑
kl

[2wikjl(t)− wiklj(t)]G
<
kl(t),

Iij(t) = −i
∑
klp

wiklp(t)Glpjk(t),

h
(2),HF
ijkl (t) = δjlh

HF
ik (t) + δikh

HF
jl (t),

Ψijkl =
∑
pqrs

[wpqrs(t)− wpqsr(t)]×
[
G>

ip(t)G
<
rk(t)G

>
jq(t)G

<
sl(t)−G<

ip(t)G
>
rk(t)G

<
jq(t)G

>
sl(t)

]
,

Πijkl =
∑
pqrs

wrqsp

[
G>

jrG
<
sl −G<

jrG
>
sl

]
Gipkq (29)

Here h(0)(t) is the single particle Hamiltonian and wijkl(t) is the two-body interaction matrix. The time dependence
given to wijkl is to allow for adiabatic switching for preparation of the initial state. The tensor Ψijkl accounts for
pair correlations built up due to two-particle scattering events and Πijkl accounts for polarization effects[23].

Implementation details: The TD-HF and HF-GKBA equations of motion are solved with the 4th order Runge-
Kutta algorithm using a time step of dt = 0.02. The TD-HF calculation is the special case of G(t) = 0 in equation
(28).

II. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

A. Natural populations as a measure of correlation
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FIG. S3: Example showing the natural occupations as a function of U for the model given in equation (6) in the
main text with Ns = 6. This helps demonstrates the link between the natural occupations and strong interactions or
correlations. In the limit U → ∞ the natural occupations approach 0.5. In the main text we look at the evolution of
the natural occupations as a measure of the effect of driving on the correlations in the system, there we see that for
large field strengths the natural occupations also approach 0.5

B. Effects of long range interactions

In Fig. S4 we show a set of results similar to those shown in Fig. 2 a)-d) in the main text for a model including
long range Coulomb interactions. The explicit Hamiltonian is expressed as,

H = −J
∑
⟨i,j⟩σ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ + γU
∑
ij

ninj

|i− j|
+ V

∑
i

(−1)ini +
∑
ij

hN.E
ij c†i cj . (30)

For the TD-CC results, at low E values, we see the same excellent agreement as in the case of onsite interactions only.
The trend is similar as E is increased and eventually the TD-CC becomes unstable as before. As has been observed
previously[15] the GKBA result improves for lower E in this long range interacting model. We attribute this to the
fact that the GW self-energy is a more appropriate choice of self-energy in the long range interacting model, since this
model will have a larger screening due to the increased interactions. Increasing E we see a similar trend as before,
specifically the HF-GKBA result deviates more from the benchmark result, however is actually able to capture the
asymptotic behavior of the TD-CI quite well for high E.
Results for the KBEs are not included here. The cost of the KBEs with the GW self-energy becomes too high when

we can not take advantage of the onsite only interactions. Judging by previous studies[25] we expect the KBE results
to behave very similarly to the HF-GKBA results, with the possibility of additional damping effects being present.
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FIG. S4: Dynamics for the system described in equation (30) for different values of the electric field strength E. a)

E = 1.0J , b) = 2.0J , c) 4.0J , d) 5.0J . The model now includes long range Coulomb interactions of the form
γUninj

|i−j|
with U = 1.0J and γ = 0.5
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FIG. S5: Von-neumann entropy evaluated with TD-CI for system sizes Ns = 8, 12 and 16 with onsite interactions.
The system is perturbed from it’s ground state by the pulse in equation (7) in the main text. Each panel
corresponds to a different value of the external field strength E. a) E = 1.0J , b) E = 2.0J , c) E = 3.0J , d)
E = 4.0J , e) E = 5.0J

C. Imaginary parts in CC occupation numbers

In the main text, we pointed out that TD-CC, due to its non-Hermitian nature, develops imaginary or unphysical
parts in physical observables. In Fig. S6, as a prototypical example, we plot the imaginary parts for the TD=CC
expectation value for electron density on the first site in Hubbard lattice. As the strength of the time-dependent per-
turbation increases, TD-CC results start accumulating increasingly larger imaginary parts in the occupation number.
In fact, for E = 4J and E = 5J , with such large unphysical components in electron density, the theory is no longer
well behaved, and can be deemed a failure. This property, however, makes TD-CC unique as it provides a diagnostic
tool to assess its own effectiveness.
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FIG. S6: Imaginary part in occupation number for the first site in the model lattice in equation (7) in the main text,
as predicted by time-dependent CCSD for Ns = 12. Results for different perturbation strength E show that for large
perturbation, TD-CC occupations develop imaginary parts, that increase as we evolve in time. On the other hand,
for weak interactions, the imaginary terms are well behaved and can be disregarded.
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